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Honest Deal Takes New Enrollment
~ace ~esid! Other- Shows Decrease

~~~~:~~~~;t,._ From Fall Figures

By JACKIE KING

Harding College will play
host to outstanding national
and foreign representatives of
manufacturing, exporting, importing, banking, legal, and
advertising concerns in a
meeting in Houston, Tex.,
March 1,4-19.

.

Heaven In My Hand ..
Reviewed By Jo Connell

11

"Heaven in My Hand," by Alice
Humphreys, was reviewed by Jo
Connell, alumni executive secretary,
before a group in the library yesterday afternoon. A tea preceded
the review. .
"Heaven in My Hand" was written
by a first grade school teacher about
her little "animated signposts into
heaveh." Written il} the old English style, she presents anecdotes to
show the charm and iridescence of
childhood attitudes and thoua'hts.
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Harding To Host
Trade Institute
In Houston, Tex.

The meeting will be an Institute
on International Trade, and will be
held in the famous Shamrock Hotel
in Houston. Dr. Frank L. Holmes,
director of the School of American
Studies, Dr. GeorgeS. Benson, president of Harding, and Dr. Melchior
Palyi, economic consultant, Chicago,
TIL, compose the planning committee for the institute.
The purpose of the institute is to
provide an opportunity for advanced
study in the field of international
trade for corp~;;>ration, business and
p~;ofessional executives.
Such topics as organization, promotion and
management in foreign trade, arbitrage, investments, competition, and
trade policies will be discussed.
The lecture-discussion technique
will be used at morning and afternoon sessions with the round-table
plan at each evening meeting. Actual cases will be presented and discussed by outstanding authorities.
Some of the outstanding sponsors
of the institute which will attend
the meeting are W. S. Bellows,
president of Bellow Construction
Co., and chairman of the Navigation
District, Houston, Tex.; Philip C!j)rtney, president of Coty, Inc. lmd
Coty, Internation, New York; Rudolph Hecht, chairman of Mississippi Shipping Co., New Orleans; Hon.
Roy Hofheinz, mayor of Houston.
Jesse Jones, chairman of the
Board of National Bank of Commerce, Houston; S. J. Meyers, president of the Chicago Board of Trade,
Chicago, TIL; and General Robert E.
Wood, chairman of the board of
Sears, Roebuck and Co., of Chicago,
Ill.
Foreign embassies to be represented will include His Excellency
Dr. Heinz Krekeler, Charge d' Affaires, German Diplomatic Mission;
Martin Flett and Geoffrey Parker,
financial counsellors of the British
Embassy; and an as yet unknown
representative of either the French
or Belgium Embassy.
Other distinguished members of
the institute faculty will include
Russell Baker, outstanding lawyer
for Baker, McKenzie, Hightower and
Brainerd, Chicago, Ill.; Charles Hofstetter of Ace Fastener, di-Mexico,
S. A., Mexico, City; J. M. 0. Monasterio, chairman of Panco Commerical Mexicano, Mexico, D. F.;
David J. Smith, vice-president of
Inversiones Comerciales, S. A.,
Panama; and 0. A. Jackson, vicepresident of the Continental Illinois
National Bank and Trust Co., Chicago, Ill.
The institute is open not only to
executive officers of concerns whose
activities are related to foreign trade
and commerce, but also to university professors and a limited number of advanced graduate students
teaching and studying international
trade.
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Ensemble To Sing Here Monday Night
An ensemble from Southwestern
Christian chorus, Terrell, Tex., will
present a musical program at the
College Church Monday at 8 p.m.
The group selected from a larger
a capella chorus of the Negro school,
will present quartet, sextet, and
other special arrangemertts.
A similar group of singers from
S. W. C. C., a standard junior college, appeared at Harding during
the Fall Lectureship and was well
received.
Singing is emphasized in all the
activities of the college, and over
half of the students of the past year
were in the college chorus.
The group has given programs
throughout Texas, New Mexico,
Kansas, Louisiana, and Arkansas.

State Candidates
Named For FTA
Nominees for state offices in the
Future Teachers of America state
convention were made at the Florence Cathcart Chapter of the FTA
Tuesday night. President Ken Noland presided.
The vice-presidency and member
at large are the offices being sought
by the local group. Ken Noland
was nominated as the candidate for
the vice-presidency. Jeanne Bankston is the candidate for member
at large. State officers will be
elected at the convention in March.
Plans are almost completed for
FTA day to be held on the Harding
campus March 4. Several colleges
in the state and high school chapters from the surrounding territory
are to be invited.
Mr. Orr, County Superintendent
of schools in White County, was
guest speaker of the evening. He
told the group several qualifications
that a teacher should have. A question session was held following his
speech.

Governor Clement
To Make Awards
Presenting the awards at the
forthcoming Model United Nations
meet sponsored by the Lipscomb International Relations Club will be
Tennessee's Governor Frank Clement, the Lipscomb IRC has announced. The session will be Feb. 25-27
in which eight students from Harding are planning to participate.
Other Tennesseeans on the program will be Davidson County
Judge Beverly Briley and Nashville's Mayor Ben West. They will
make welcoming speeches to the
delegates who _will be representing
colleges and universities from the
mid-South area.
The awards, which Gov. Clement
will make, will be to the school and
the individual who give the best
representation of the country
which he will represent in the General Assembly. Last year, the Harding delegates walked off with both
awards.
Former president of the Lipscomb chapter of the IRC, Norman
Trevathan, will serve as temporary
president of the U. N. He will be
replaced after the first day's session by the permanent president
who will be elected by the assembled delegates.
The Harding delegation is working under the supervision of the
Harding IRC sponsor, Dr. Charles D.
Kenney in preparing for the U. N.
meet. The delegaUon consists of:
Gene Rainey, chairman; Reid
Bush; AI Petrich; Mary Lou Johnson; Dick Richardson; Wayland Wilkerson, inter-collegiate liason agent;
Weldon Hatcher, photographer; and
Jennie Schoolfield, publicity director. Kenne.Y will serve as ~ver-all
faculty advisor for the affair.

ing campus, taking its place beside
other history making deals - Joe
Stalin's No Deal; F. D. Roosevelt's
New Deal; Harry Truman's Fair
Deal; and Joe McCarthy's Raw Deal.
The "Deal" whose originator is
Gene Rainey, International Relations Club president, was introduced at the IRC meeting Monday night.
The "Deal" is a new one, if not
in name, in the sense that is the
first time such a plan has been formulated for any Harding organization. The Honest Deal, which can
be adapted for any club's use, states
its objectives as:
"To increase each member's
knowledge of international affairs
and to promote a higher and more
efficient club organization, as well
as to establish a stronger group
solidarity."
Among the methods Rainey cited
that could be used to increase the
member's' knowledge of international affairs was placing emphasis on
international affairs through a newsletter which would be sent to the
members.
Better club organization was
stressed in Rainey's plan. He suggested that a political machine be
established and club whips be appointed. This way club members
was the adoption of a foreign IRC.
club happenings.
Several ideas were cited for promoting greater solidarity in the
club. Among those were a club
project, developing of a slogan to
be used by the club, an annual
award, an ambassador's banquet,
and a pep rally.
.
Suggestion ~or the club. proJect
was the adoption of a fore1gn IRCI
Last 7ear, the IR? donated the
electnc map now m the student
center.
.
The award, wh1ch has not yet
been named, would be presented for
outstanding service to the IRC. Any
IRC member would be eligible, except elected officers. Rainey also
discussed other criteria for the
award.
Feb. ·22 will be the next meeting
of the IRC. The program will be
in the form of a pep rally for the
UN delegation which is going to
David Lipscomb college. The meet-·
ing will not be restricted to IRC
members.
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Next week, Feb. 18 and 19, Prof.
Evan Ulrey will accompany two
Harding debate teams to Durant,
Okla. The tournamell;t will be called the Savage Forensic.

According to the latest figures released by the Dean's
office, 5'71 students have registered for the spring semes.ter. This puts the semest~:r's
enrollment slightly below the
fall figures with 56 new students registering while 76 fall
enrolees failed to return, four
of which graduated.
Of the 56 new spring enrollees, 11
are former Harding students, and
one is taking some work in college
while finishing the Academy.
One new foreign student, Anneliese C. Golzer, Frankfort, Ger.,
makes a total of 16 foreign students
now enrolled at Harding. Six countries, Africa, 2; Canada, 4; China, 1;
Germany, 2; Japan, 6; and Korea,
1; are represented.
Enrollment figures for the Academy show 111 enrolled in the secondary level with 116 in the elementary division.
Out of 571 enrollees there are
328 men and 243 women. Figures
on academic classification, states
represented and other statistics will
be released at a later date. These
figures do not include those enrolled
in night classes.

Elders and Ministers
To Meet At Harding
Harding will be host to a meeting
of· Arkansas elders and ministers
Feb. 16. The meeting is designed
to provide opportunity for further
acquaintance of men throughout the
state, to provide mutual inspiration,
and chiefly to serve as a channel
through which ideas can be exchangd
d t died
e an s u
·.
Thc;>se suportmg th7 program fee1
~hat 1f a number of 1deas conc~r?
mg the work of elders and mrmsters can b~ gi':'en in presence . of
~all;y, that. It will be most effective
m nnprovmg. the. numerous congregat10ns which will be represented.
The program begins at 8:55 a.m.
and continues through 7 p.m. Luncheon and dinner will be served in •
the Emerald Room for those taking
part in the program.
Guest speakers are J. 0. Jones,
Cleon Lyles, L. N. Moody, Leonard
Tyler, Flanoy Alexander, Elbert
Young, Doyle Banta, Lloyd Brents,
and Rees Bryant.
"Advancing the Cause of Christ
in Arkansas" will be the main

F-a-m.-llia-r-Fi-gu-re-A
-ro-und Harding Campus Is Angel In Disguise

!~i~~~n~isd~~~~ing
s~i~r~~:!~~=
ment w1ll be v1ewed also.

By CORINNE HART
How many of us have ever st,opped to think just how important a
certain familiar, tall, guant, smiling
figure is to our campus, and the
part that he and his men play in
our every day activities?
You can see him here and there,
fixing this or that, always smiling.
In all probability he has been up the
greater part of the night, keeping a
constant vigil so that about six
hundred people can be comfortable,
and that the many daily conv.eniences that we enjoy and take for
granted are maintained and kept in
working order.
Yesterday, I was invited to visit
the boiler room and see it in operation. I was completely amazed and
fascinated with all the big, complicated machinery, meters, pipes,
temperature guages, and so on.
There were the three mammoth
furnaces going full blast, (which
made me appreciate Shadrack, Meshak and Abednego even more),
putting out about 12,000 to 13,000
pounds of steam per hour. He told
me that around 18,000 gallons of

Dr. West said that the purpose of
the meeting may be summed up as
a parallel to the purpose of the
apostle Paul who stated, ''Moreover,
brethren, we make known to you
the grace of God, which hath been ,
given in the churches of Macedonia."
In other words, by observing others
we can profit a great deal through
both their fortunes and misfortunes.

hot water are US!ld during a 24hour period. He told me, also, that
we use approximately 16,000 cubic
feet of gas per hour.
When I learned that this man,
with the aid of his staff, designed
and constructE!d all this, I said, with
reservation, "Why, heavenly days,
you are smarter than the president!" (the President of the United
States, that is), to which he only
grinned and said nothing, but I detected a certain twinkle in his tired
eyes that said, "Thanks."
Everybody calls on him. He fixes
everything from popcorn poppers
to aid conditioning units. We call
him to the dining hall to fix a
leaky faucet, to stop a flooded potalo peeler, or to repair the food
mixer in order that your mashed potatoes will be ready when you come
to lunch.
A trouble shooter always looks
good, but this man will never look
as good as he did to me one day
last summer when a burner on the
oven failed to light, broke off, and
about 30,000 BTU per second of gas
started pouring out into the kitchen.

I was· so frightened I could hardly
lift the telephone to call him, for
he is always my first thought when
trouble comes.
After what seemed hours, but in
reality only minutes, I saw him
coming across the campus, still a
little groggy with sleep,. but with
that confident, yet unassuming, air
of his.
He looked like an angel. Of
course, I have never seen an angel,
but I am sure one could not look
better than did this efficient man
in those pre-dawn hours of that
particular summer day.·
So, as we enjoy our comfortably
heated buildings in this cold weather, and nex~ summer when we are
enjoying the comforts of the airconditioning, let us pause a moment
to be grateful to a group of men
who keep a 24-hour vigil that we
may have this comfort.
And when you see this guant,
smiling figure going about on the
campus, stop and say, "Thank you,
Mr. Turman," - for he is the one
I am talking about, or did you
know.?

Iprof • Kenneth 0 aVIS•
1

Fills Chorus Vacancies

- Following tryouts last week,
Prof. Kenneth Davis, director of
the Small Chorus, has replaced 10
vacancies in the chorus;
Those students chosen for the
chorus are:
First soprano - Minnie Lee Lane,
Marjorie McGinnis, and Donna Zinser; second soprano Virginia
Dykes, and Jennie Schoolfield.
First alto - Nadine Pate; second
alto Oralee· Rueter and Wilma Wyatt; second tenor - Ronnie
Smith and Morgan Richardson.
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HARDING BISON, Searcy, Ark.

Feb.13,1954

Editorializing-

Curriculum Result of Research, Study
The general education program at Harding College is
the result of an exterusive program of study and research
carried on for many yeal'S by Lhe faculty and administration.
In 1924, the first year of Ha.rding•s existence, the curriculum
was set up to provide for each student a broad background
of facts and understandings deemed necessary for responsible
living in a modern world. Although the term "general education" was not used at that time, many of the purposes of
that original curriculum were in harmony with more recent
ideals of the program.
Extensive study and planning have gone into the present
euniculum at Harding. Take for example a foreign language
requ:h·ement. A study of this was made lasting three years.
It was finalJy decideu that for the general student a m01·e
useful experience might be p1•ovided in other field~S. Consequently, the req1,1irement was dropped from the general education curriculum in 1948.
Part of this extensive study and planning is the participation of the Harding faculty in the Arkansas Conference on
HigheJ: Education held at Petit J ~an each y~·. Intensive
studies by individual faculty members, by the faculty as a
whole, both independently and with other institutions (such
as the 19'52 state-wide cooperative Experiment in Teacher
Education), are reflected in the prog1·am as it is today. However, the study is not complete.
According to the "Self-Survey of Harding," "At the present time, two further studies are in progress, one of which
is an intensive sw·vey of Harding alumni to determine the
influence of Harding curriculum in their lives. The other is
an over-all survey of our curriculum in which Dr. Russel
Cooper of the University of Minnesota has been procurd as
special consultant."
"The basis on which the present curriculum is designed
to acquaint the student with the basic facts and understandings in t he major areas of knowledge and to give the simdent
an opp01·tunity and the encotll'agement to develop some degree of proficiency in the skills. abilities, and fo:rms of behavior considered desirable in well-adjusted, useful citizens
of our society."
During the first two years of hls college career at Harding, the student is given a compJ·ehensive introduction to the
complex life of the present as well as tQ the history of hnman
thoug·h t and action that comprise his cultural heritage. These
courses have been grouped . togethel' undeJ.' specifjc understandings deemed basic to this pw:pose. They are:
An understanding of religious a.nd spiritual v.a lues; an
understanding of the human and creative spirit; an understanding of the living world; an understanding of the physical world; and an understanding of the social world. 1Ja each
Of these areas, basic COUl"Se$ have been carefully designed
to both content and methods of instruction to contribute to
the fulfillment of the purposes of genm'al education.
This gives a total of 54. hOlll'S in general education, or
about 42 per cent of the number of hours required for graduation. These com·ses are not "sm'Veys" in the commonly
accepted use of the te1m. They select the special subject
matter which is considered to be of chief importance in realizing the objectives of each course.
In order to give the student concenb·ation in advanced
work and to give Jlim a depth of comprehension, penetration,
and understanding in a particula,r field, "majors" have been
set up in certain fields of study. If the student chooses a
departmental major, he is required to take from 27 to 34
semester hours in that department with at least 17 hours of
this at the advanced level. A supporting minor must also
be completed of at least 18 hours. A' "C" average must be
maintained in the majo1· field as well a~S in all work presented
for graduation.
New to Harcling eurriculu:m last yeai' was the School of
American Studies. The l'Ole of the SChool is to train young
lleople for leadership careers )n busJness, public affairs, and
education. "Special emphasis is placed on the application
of Christian principles in daily living, the achievements of
the American way of life, an appreciation and understanding
of world eultul·es and civilizations, the importance of wise
international relationships, and hlgh. standards of professional competency."
Having felt the need of more advanced tJ:aining in religion, the college .announced in the fall of 1952 one additional
year of professional training fot· ministerial students. Students already having the Bachelor's Degree with a Bible
majo1· can pursue the one yea:r of professional training and
by meeting requirements, obtain a Master of Arts Degree in
Biple. The advanced training program is built upon undergraduate preparation, either at Barding or at another institlltion. The graduate curriculum is planned and organized
to meet the needs of the student in four divisions - the
Biblical, the doctrinal, the historical, and the practical.
The faculty of Harding College has attempted to select
and organize its curricular offe1ings in such a way as to be
most meaningful to the student. Objectives are the adjustment of curriculum to ch.anging conditions and the constantly growing body of knowledge, the integration or correlation
of the various fields of knowledge and training, and the encouragement of student initiative in planning their own
programs.
The present cu1·riculum of Harding has not reached the
perfection mark as the faculty and adminstration are still
engaged in intensiVe study, 1•evision, and research. It is
difficult to show the vast amount of work whlch goes into
something •as large as this; howeve1·, it is our desire that
Harding students have a better understanding of just what
the curriculum of Ha1·ding represents.
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With the legislative braneh of
the national government now divided, 'it is most imperative that
there be bipartisan support of
prospective legislation or little
can be achieved in this present
session. Nominally, the Repub-

Mr. Eisenhower made this
statement during a press confer·
ence and said that he eonsiders
t!he times much too serious for
extreme partisanship, This state
ment includes the fact that he
realizes that his legislative program cannot succeed without
Decomratic support. _,.
'
. . .
.
Many criticisms have been di·
rected toward the attitude of
some Republicans, especially as
demonstrated by some recent
speakers. Senators Symington of
Missouri ahd Gore of Tennessee
denounced the Republicam for
· ''fa 1se " .and "'das t a rdly , a t ·
th eir
tacks on the Truman Administration. House Minority Leaders
Rayburn and Symington brought
charges against the President
also, for they claim 'he bears some
responsibility for the charges
which impugn the loyalty of all
Democrats.
.
.
Two fiery Republican Senators
have been the caus~ of much of
the anger aroused m the Democrats. The Democrats resent t~e
fac~ that ~enator McCarthy IS
callmg
his
current
speech
"Twenty Years of Treason." Also, fhat Senator Jenner of Indiana ~s.serted t~at all Dem~.crats
were tinged With treason has
been another charge.
Mr. Eisenhower defined his responsibility as head of the Republican Party. He stated that it
is his duty to devise a program
and to do his !best to get it enacted into law. The party itself,
he stated, is organized for busi·
ness into a national committee to
support ·t hat program. As for the
extreme speeches, 'he said he ,expects the chairman of the nation·
al committee to follow his coun·
sel of tolerance.
So then, the question is whether the 'Democrats will support the
Eisenhower program or not, even
if t'he extreme partisanship does
not cease.
Senator 'Dirksen
(Rep;, Ill.) said he thought '!!here
would be no substantial loss of
Democratic support. He sided
with James C. Hagerty, the Presi
dent's press secretary, who stated
that the speeches are just "giving the facts."
Senator 'J ohnson (Dem., Texas)
said that the way to encourage bi
partisan support of legislation is
not through ••irresponsible state
ments made by high Administra
tion officials."
However, Senator Maybank
(Dem., N.'C.) stated 't!hat the
Democrats would support ·E isen
bower's program, for, he assert
ed, the program, apart from the
farm proposals, is largely a 'Democratic program. He said, "The
Democrats are going to keep on
voting for the things they have
been voting 1'or for years re·
gardless ·o f whether they are re·
commended by a Republican
.President."
Such bipartisan cooperation
must come about or the nation
will be afflicted with another
'"Do·nothing" Congress.

By JANE CLAXTON
What do you enjoy most about
a banquet?

-~

lloans have the majority, but r

fuere actually exists the paradox
of a majority without majority
control. This is especially true
of dissenters among the Republi~m.
Realizing this situation, President Eisenhower has stated that
he will request the executive
branch to avoid extreme partisan·
ship in speeches against the Dem
ocrats.

IF YOU ASK ME

Don Palmer - Feb. 13.
Tommy Merritt - Feb. 14.
Alwin Buford - Feb. 14.
Sue Dougherty - Feb. 15.
Norma· Lee __: Feb. 15.
Dick Richardson - Feb. 16.
Patsy Smith - Feb. 16.
Harvey Floyd- Feb. 17.
Dewey Brown- Feb. 17.
Joe Glover- Feb. 17.
Janet Heidbreder- Feb. 17.
Gloria Larwin - Feb. 19.
John Guffin- Feb. 19.

Around

th e
Campus

By NORMA KNOD

~------------------------J

Each new semester brings new
schedules, new resolutions, new
teachers, and new ways of pronouncing names. Herman Leake
can vouch for the new name pro·
nunciation. He is now known as
Herman Leach in psychology

c1ass.
James L. Atteberry was explaining the procedure of writing
a business letter. "'In a business
letter the salutation is never as
infor:nal as 'Dearest Josephine.'
A business letter has to be serious."
Wh
ld b
.
·
a:t cou
e more senous
letter to 'Dearest
Jthan h'a love
?
osep me.' .
.,
After ~Ivmg an a~signment to
one of his classes, Richard Walk·
er remarked, "A word to the suf·
ficient is wise."
One student's comment after
failing an exam - "I put all the
amwers down but apparently
they weren't right."
With the temperature tearing
up and down the thermometer,
it's hard to tell whether winter
is still hanging on or whether
spring has sprtllig.
The holes dug beside the sidewalks are fast becoming known
as '"hoodlum traps." Have you
been caught?
It seems as if Ernestine
Latterner developed two rare
diseases during the reeent exam
week. They are dropsy ·and heart
trouble. Every time she drops
down, she doesn't have the heart
to get up.
Have you 1heard? Some of the
new students studied until midnight for the physical exams.
Mike Moore and J. D. Bales
were hurrying to Bible 322 nearly
10 minutes after the last bell.
Mike was the first to reach the
class room and seeing that the
professor was not yet there, he

Ann Dean - The atmosphere
and the entertainment.
Ray Bedford - Soft lights,
music, and GOOD FOOD.
Ann Cooper - The excitment
of being asked and getting ready
to go and the fun there.
Jim Mahaffey - Food, dates,
and entertainment.
Barbara Richards - Tlle food,
the ,boy I'm with, and staying out
late.
Bob Morgan - The big thrill
of getting to keep a date out until
10:15.
Jerry Chesshir - The flowers,
the soft music and the candle·
light.
Leon Sanderson - The food if 1 can ~at a good meal, I'm
easily pleased otherwise.
Marjorie Honke - The boy I'm
with.
Guy Vanderpool - The entertainment-especially if it is good
music.
Pat Fogarty - Just the idea
of getting away from it all and
eating a good meal!
Lloyd Smith - The girl and the
long trip home.
Dabs Lemmons - The wonder·
ful after effects (sigh).
Dick Coxey - The food and
the entertainment, particularly if
the music is real gone.
Beverly Noble- Watching the
girls leave.
Glenn Organ- Food!
Darleene Rhodes - A different
and wonderful time.
Dicky Burt- The ride home!
Virginia Rhodes - Everything!

stopped at the door and said,
"Fellows, we have waited long
enough-! think it is about time
to leave." Several of the students
jumped up and started for the
door-in time to meet Professor
Bales coming in.
Dean Sears and Mrs. Hart
were discussing t!he experience of
many of the cafeteria workers.
"Now Gracie McReynolds, for instance, is a veteran," said Mrs.
Hart.
The dean turned to Gracie and
asked, "Oh, were you in the
Army?"
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Week's Thought
The rung of a ladder was never
··meant to rest upon, 'but only to
hold a man's foot long enough to
enable him to put t'he other some·
what higher.-T. 'H. 'Huxley.
-THE MOHICANS
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Jennie Schoolfield .............................................................. Editor
Lawrence Crawford .................................... Business Manager
Dickie Burt ................................ Assistant Business Manager
Rithard Gee, Glenn Organ .. .... .... ... .. ... ....... ....... Business Staff
Betty Helm ................. - ......................................... Society Editor
Edward Baker .................................. .'~.............. Religious Editor
Toady Bedford .. ... .. .. .. .... .. ... .. ... .. .. .. ... .. ....... ... ...... .. Sports Editor
Jarome Barnes, Dewey Brown, Bob Cross,
Dick Coxey ...................................................... Sports Staff
Mary Ann Whitaker .... .. .... ..... .. ... .. .... .. ... .. .......... ... Copy Reader
Maxine Richesin ........................................ Circulation Manager
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Jackie King, Leon Gleason, Dale Porterfield, Jane Claxton,
Norma Knod, Jane Brummitt, Leo Ford, Billie Dixon,
Wilma Wyatt, Elta Starling ...................................... Staff
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Subscription Price: $2.00 Per Year
Official student weekly newspaper published during the
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'Greek Mythology' Feb. 13, 1953
Is Galaxy Theme Tri Sigma Deltas TNT Cowboy Party
Hold Stag Outing · Held At Legion Hut .'

~ociet~ 12.ews
BETTY HELM
SOCIETY EDITOR

Mohicans Banquet 'Southern' Evening
In Indian Setting Spent By Ju Go Ju's

The Galaxy club had a look at
Greek mythology as members and
The Tri Sigma Delta social club
their dates ass'embled in the Green
Room of the Rendezvous, Feb. 4, ventured to Camp Tahkodah Sunday night, Feb. 7, for a stag outing.
for their annual banquet.
Upon arrival, the members settled
The banquet room was adorned in a cabin before a bla:~:ing fire and
with statues of mythological charac- enjoyed donuts and hot coffee.
ters, while a large Galaxy emblem
James Heydenreich and Dean
formed a center piece for the table. Roper with their guitars came in
Scrolls found at each place setting handy as the group sang familiar
made known the menu and the pro- sons around the fireplace.
gram for the evening.
At the business meeting which
The invocation was directed by followed, club members voted to inBill Johns. Bob Nossaman, Galaxy vestigate the possibility of buying
president, extended a welcome to club sweaters and pins. The date
the guests, and the response was for the spring outing was set for
April 26 and a theme was decided
given by Mrs. Bob Nossaman.
upon for the banquet to be held
After a dinner of Swiss steak, March 27.
green lima beans, baked potatoes,
Special credit is given to George
salad, strawberries, ice cream, and Keller, who kept "ye olde fire"
cake, Prof. Evan Ulrey, guest burning throughout the night so
speaker, spoke of "Greek Mythol- that members could rise early Monogy."
day morning for a breakfast of bacLeon Sanderson, master of cere- on, eggs, and coffee.
monies, then introduced the enterAfter only two flat tires, the Tri
tainment for the evening. "The Sigma Deltas arrived back on the
Thunderbolts," a male quartet com- Harding campus sometime Monday
posed of Sanderson, Al Petrich, afternoon.
Nossaman, and Keith Stotts, were
first on the agenda with "Loose
Zeus" and "Carry Me Back to Old
Athens."

The Ju Go Ju "Evening in the
Old South" banquet was held Saturday night in the Blue Room of
the Rendezvous. Highlighting the
evening was the crowning of the
King and Queen of Cotton. The king
and queen were chosen by drawing, and Guy Vanderpool was
crowned king by Pres. Barbara
Richards, and Shirley Cutting qu,een
of the banquet.
The decorations were carried out
in the Old South style. Magnolias
were used as center pieces, and
southern belle dolls were sitting on
the tables. The dates were given
confederate hats to wear during the
Mary Lou Johnson gave a reading
banquet.
The speaker, Clifton Ganus, car- entitled "The Fan," Mrs. Evan Ulrey
ried out the theme of the banquet, played a piano solo, "Deep Purple,"
speaking on the Confederacy from and Gerald Kendrick sang two solos,
the southerners viewpoint. The in- "Eve1·y Cloud Has a Silver Lining,"
vocation was given by Cecil Beck and "I'm Always Chasing Rainbows"
and the welcome by Miss Richards. accompanied by Mrs. Ulrey at the
Leon Sanderson was master of cere- piano.
monies.
Members and guests present were:
Entertainment was furnished by
guest of honor, Bobby Scott Fuller,
Leon Sanderson, Rita Jo Baldwin;
at the piano. He played as Dot Max Bates, Martha Burns; Gerald
Beck sang three solos. Rita Jo Kendrick, Margie Hyatt; Bill Curry,
Baldwin and Leon Sanderson sang Marjorie McGinnis; Bill Johns, Mary
a duet, and Jeanne Bankston gave Lou Johnson; Ralph Hughes, Ann
a reading from "Gone with the Hunt; AI Petrich, Mary Ruth HerWind."
ren; Eugene Byrd, Rosemary PhilThe menu consisted of mint julep, pott:
mammy's fried chicken, greens,
Eugene Ootz, Dot Davis; Charles
fried 'tators, garden peas, hot biscuits, apple pie with cream, coffee, Grubbs, Francis Johns; J. W. Collins,
Ann Cooper; Carroll Bennett, Ann
and milk.
Members of the Ju Go Ju social Dean; Joe Ceullar, Dot Callahan;
Jim Mahaffey, Betty Leopard;
club and their dates were:
Barbara Richards, Rex Davis; David Brown, Norma Crosby; Mr.
Margaret Austin, Don Johnston, and Mrs. Bob Nossaman; Mr. and
Rosemary Philpott, Don See; Shir- Mrs. Keith Stotts; and Mr. and Mrs.
ley Cutting, Guy Vanderpool; Jane Evan Ulrey.
Claxton, Herman Alexander; Jane
Sutherlin, Joe Mattox.
Rita Jo Baldwin, Leon Sanderson;
WELCOME TO
Jeanne Bankston, Owen Olbricht;
Marion Stephens, Jerry Martin;
Norma Bawcom, Arnold Sullivan;
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Speak
Janice Redwine, Glenn Organ; Nina
1700 Race St.
Ph. 623
Harvey, Jimmy Kennedy.
Cora Payne, Stan Shewmaker;
Delores McBride, Ralph Hartman;
Betty Leopard, Richard Wilson;
Esther Ramsey, Joe Lewis; Jackie.·
The Library, in cooperation with
King, Paul Summitt; Mary Hill,
the history department, has arrangDoyle Helm; Ann and Percy Francis;
ed to show 18th Century England,
Dot and Cecil Beck; Anita Hart and
a new exhibition assembled by the
Bobby Scott Fuller; Mrs. L. C. Sears;
editors of Life Magazine. The exand Louis and Cliff Ganus.
hibit, which is now on display, will
remain in the library through Feb.
25.
Eighteenth Century England is
based on the article by that name
which appeared in Life's history of
Good Things To Eat
western culture series; however,
We
Deliver
Phone 23
much unpublished material has been
added to the exhibition.

The Mohicans and their dates
walked right into an "Indian Powwow" when they met at the Rendezvous for their annual banquet,
Feb. 11.
The air breathed with the presence of Indian tepees, bows and arrows, and tomahawks; centering the
table was an unique model of a
campfire. Programs at each place
setting were artistically designed
in keeping with the Indian motif.
The invocation was given by Hubert Franks. A welcome was extended to the guests by Ralph
Knight, with Mrs. Ralph Knight
giving the response.
A dinner of chicken-fried steak,
potatoes, gravy, corn, cranberry
sauce, apple pie, and ice cream was
served, after which Dr. Cliff Ganus
spoke to the group about "The
Vanishing Redman."
Mr. Knight then presented Ortell
Armstrong with a gift from the
club in appreciation to her for representing them in the Petit Jean
Queen contest.
He then introduced Prof. Kenneth Da:Vis, Jr., who presented a
musical program, accompanied at
the piano by Donna Zinser.
Members and guests present were:
Russell McNalty, Jean Dalton;
Ronald Bever, Jo Ann Seay; Hollis
Maynard, Ortell Armstrong; Norman Dykes, Brenda Hodges; Lehman Hall, Mary Ann Tonkery; Hubert Franks, Allene Shewmaker;
Bobby Coker, Mary Wylie; Winfred
Wright, Lora Ann Oliver.
Buddy Phillips, Barbara Johnson;
Maurice Baldwin, Patsy Previtt;
Bernard Brown, Betty Warfel; Wesley Bentley, Margaret Buchanan;
Harold Romine, Lucille Hardin; Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Knight; Dr. and
Mrs. Cliff Ganus; Dona Zinser, and
Mr. Kenneth Davis, Jr.

VAN'S COTTAGES

Library Now Displaying
Life Magazine Exhibit

The TNT club staged its annual
cowboy \Party at the Legion Hut
Thursday, Feb. 4. The Hut was
decorated with bales of hay, a
campfire, and other western articles,
which included the outlaw horse,
Trigger.
As the couples arrived, they
were "branded" with TN and NT
signs. Master of ceremonies, Bob
Waggoner, then greeted the members and their dates with several
tall tales.
A period of games then ensued
after which the group was served
a range style dinner consisting of
barbeque, potato salad, rolls, salad,
soft drinks, and peach cobbler. After the dinner the group engaged
in singing around the campfire.
A prize was given to the most
western couple with Bob Claunch
and Katie Sampson taking the honors.
Members and their dates included:
John Anderson, Claudette Harris;
Bob Claunch, Katie Sampson; Gene
Rainey, Nancy Roberts; Lavern
Moore, Barbara Richards; Walt Gilfilen, Beverly Snow; Herman Alexander, Dolores McBride; Fred Reimer, Ruth Long; David Rhodes, Martha King; Joe Glover, Margie GlovMr. and Mrs. David Simonson, er; Eugene Bailey, Betty Holloway;
Juneau, Alaska, announce the en- Jerry Broderick, Nadine Pate; Dr.
gagement of their daughter Betty and Mrs. Joe Pryor; and Mr. and
Mrs. Cecil Beck.
Ruth Posey, to Francis 0. Savier.
Miss Posey attended Harding Col----------lege last year and is now employed
with the Veterans Administration
CHECK WITH US
in Juneau.
For Your
Mr. Savier from Seattle, Wash.,
is also employed in Juneau.
The wedding date has been tentatively set for some time this QlOnth.

Ruth Posey Engaged
To Francis 0. Savier

WHITE HOUSE
Grocery and Market

Coffey, Melton
and Walls

Sewing, Dressmaking and
Alterations

The RENDEZVOUS

MONA DUNCAN
505 W. Pleasure
CALL AT ANY TIME

Was Built For You

BIBLE SCHOOL
SUPPLIES
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Service

Harding College
Bookstore

HAYES
Office Machine Co.
PHONE 608

SEARCY

STOTTS' DRUG
Phone 33

Prescriptions

ALWAYS

WELCOME
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IDEAL SHOP

BURR'S
"It Came From BURR'S of Course"

MEN'S SLACKS
Rayon Acetate and Nylon
Wrinkle Resistant- Spring Shades

$6.95
10 Dozen Bow Ties
49c each
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We Know That You Know
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ALLEN'S
Quality Bakery
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CALL US FOR YOUR PRIVATE
PARTIES and LARGE BANQUETS
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Top Quality Products

Men's Sport Coats
Lightweight
Solids- $8.00
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White- $1.98

Fancy Prints- $2.98
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$2.98
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Socially Speaking

Spring Semester
Brings Banquets
And Outing Plans
By JO ANNE KING
There is nothing like the second
semester to get social things buzzing! Most clubs are still pulling
their haid out looking for banquet
ideas. Both dorms fairly sizzled
with club meetings last Saturday
night.
The Gatas met to discuss banquet
plans and to elect spring officers.
Thelma Harmon will lead the group
this term, and Ila Sanders was
elected to hold the vice-president
position. Jackie Hutchison as new
secretary will keep the records, with
Betty Elkins holding the money.
Kyoko Yeamada is parliamentarian,
and Joan Fletcher is reporter.
The Tri-Kappas met in Cathcart
Saturday night in the room of
their new president Ortell Armstrong, and her roommate Joann
Seay.
The discussion centered
around plans for a spring outing,
and their annual project.
The Phi Deltas met briefly Saturday night to further discuss their
banquet plans. At the end of first
semester, the club honored Joann
Johnson with a wedding shower.
They have set the date for their
spring outing as April 19. Let's
hope it's pretty weather for them!
Spring semester officers were
elected by the Omega Phi club at
their meeting S~turday night. Jennie Schoolfield is their new prexy,
and Nancy Vanwinkle is vice-presiJoan Nance is secretary,
dent.
Ernestine Latterner, treasurer, and
Norma Knod is new reporter.
The Reginas held forth in Cathcart Saturday night to plan their
coming banquet. They also elected
spring officers. Mary Ann Whitaker will head the group of officers
again this semester with Sue Sullivan as vice-president. Peggy Futrell will be secretary-treasurer,
with Lora Ann Oliver and Betty Jo
Cole as reporters. The Reginas also
had a bunking party Sunday night
in order to add some finishing
touches to banquet plans.
The Lambda Sigma club met Monday night to make plans for a stag
outing next Sunday night at Camp
Wyldewood.

Tacky Party Contest
Has Four Winners
The spaghetti supper-tacky party,
made an annual affair last year by
Mrs. Corinne Hart, Harding dietician, proved to be another hit Thursday evening. Following a dinner
of spaghetti, salad, French bread,
and chiffon pie, the tacky participants lined up for judging.
Victors in the contest for the
tackiest were Cathleen Arnold,
Dennie Hall, Ralph Odom, and Pat
Fogarty.
Runners-up for "favorites" were
Wil Goodheer, Jane Brummitt,
Anneliese Golzer, Martha Clayton,
Dot Callahan, Bob Gilliam, Don
Cope, and Norma Lee.
The winners of that tacky contest won passes to the show. Last
year's winners were Jrnnie Schoolfield and Wayne Davis.

Ark.
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Alumni Echoes

Wyldewood Dinner
Attended By 115
The annual Camp Wyldewood dinner was well attended with 115
camp supporters and enthusiasts
dining in the large banquet room of
the Rendez.,Jous, Feb. 5.
Dr. W. K. Summitt, chairman of
the board, presided at the meeting
at which various reports were given
on the work and progress of Bible
camps in the United States, Canada, and Japan.
·
Mrs. George Gurganus spoke to
the group about the work in Northeastern United States and Japan. A
report on the Omagh Bible School
in Canada was given to the guests
by Mr. Joe Cannon.
Glen Organ, a sophomore at
Harding, related some of his experiences at Wyldewood. Mr. J. L.
Dykes, director of Camp Wyldewood,
gave a brief summary of the past
six years development of the summer camp, reporting that during
this time more than 1,600 young
people have taken advantage of the
oppoyhm:ities at Camp Wyldewood.
A quartet composed of Ken Mallernee, Owen Olbricht, Dick Otey,
and Glenn Olbricht, entertained the
group with several "Barbershop
Melodies."
One objective of the dinner this
year was to help retire the indebtedness of $1,412 against the property. Proceeds from t;pe banquet netted 700, while approximately $500
was pledged toward the retirement
fund.
J. L. Dykes states that "a great
deal of enthusiasm was manifested
toward the camp program, and plans
are now being made for at least
600 young people at Camp Wyldewood this summer."

New Laundry Marker
Installed at the Harding College
Laundry last week was the "Fantom Bantam," which is the latest
in laundry marking equipment. The
same impressions are made as before but cannot be seen by the customer.
According to Gregg Rhodes, manager of the laundry, the ''Fantom
Bantam" will save time, money,
labor, and possibly some griping
from the customers.
The only way customers can know
that they even have a laundry mark
is to go down for a demonstration
which is a simply task of placing the
article marked under a particular
kind of light known as "black-light"
which in turn clearly reveals the
"invisible laundry mark.

Amos and Elnora Burnette Davenport, '52 and '53, have moved to
Elizabethtown, Ky., where Amos
will preach for the Miles Street congregation.
Jack and Madalon Herren McCorkle, '47 and '49, are living at
Amarillo, Tex., where Jack is interning at Amarillo Osteopathic
Hospital.
Garner and Rona Luttrell Stroud,
'51 and '50, are now living in Wichita, Kans. Garner is employed by
the Gulf Oil Co.
Bob Morris, '52, has recently been
elected chairman of a state PTA
committee on music and fine arts.
Bob is an instructor in the Newport_ public schools.
Mary Jo Hare, '52, married Robert Irvin Yarbrough Oct. 16 in Dallas, Tex.

Dr. Joseph Pryor, AluliUli Association president, welcomes new
students to Harding. They are (1. tor.) standing: Ransom Fagan, Anneilisa Golizer, and Lyman Turly; seated:· Bill Pearson, Earl Danleq, and
Lola Eades.

Enjoy

Association Welcomes New Students
A party welcoming new students
was given by the Alumni Association Monday .night in the Emerald
Room of Ganus Student Center. Dr.
Joe Pryor, President of the Alumni
Association, and Miss Josephine
Connell, Executive Secretary of the
association, greeted the students at
the door. Mrs. Inez Pickens, Dean
of Women, handed out "future
alumni" tags bearing the name of
each new student.
Entertainment was provided by
a quartet consisting of Richard Salmon, C. L. Cox, Sam Haynes, and
Kenneth Davis; a reading by Mary
Lou Johnson, and an impersonation
by Meredith Thorn. Dr. Joe Pryor
made a short speech welcoming the
students to Harding.
Mrs. Percy Francis, presiding over
the refreshment table, served hot
chocolate and cookies. The center

piece and other decorations were
made up of pink candles, and pink
magnolias arranged with leaves and
ivy. Soft background music was
played during refreshments. About
35 were present.

It's Always Better

Our Ability to Serve You
Is Increasing By The Day
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Golden Bears Take
Alaska Five, 55 . 38

r-~~--;-~---1

"
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ON THE HOOPS •.. AGAIN •.•
Now that exams are over we find our ears assailed by the familiar
pounding of the hardwoods and the shrill crying of whistles and shouts.
Yes, the season is in full swing again. There are any number of things
I could relate to you about it.
Probably the most astonishing feat is the one in process right
now. Of course I am referring to Lehman Hall and his surprise package
that kicks up its heels on the average of twice a week, the Missouri
Mules . . .
Seems as though I stacked them up all wrong at the beginning of
the season doesn't it? However, I must admit that I made those predictions strictly on the basis of names alone. Half of the boys I had
never even seen before and the other half never as a team.
But let's check into this kickii' crew and see what makes them
tick as a tam and cause this scribe much embarrassment ...
Undoubtedly bhe big guns on t his squad -are Captain lraU .and bespectacled Paul Clark. &II is p!'Obably one ()£ ~ bestl-llil-around men in the
league. Although he runs hot and CQld in the pueket depl)rlment, his
defensive play is inunpeccable. This plus tho fad that
knows his
basketball inside aad out ~kes him a good man to have around.
Clark, Hall's other forward, definitely looks like AU-Star material.
I have watched him wade through six opponents almost flawlessly. In
every contest he )las hit for dou·ble column S(l9ring . . . what more could
you ask of a maa? Not a laggard an rte:fe:nse either is ·he . ..
Next on the agenda is -ever-ready Keuy French • . . a defensive
gem, good for two to hm points a game. Team~d with crew cut Bud
Phillips, they are a hard cmnbo to handle ...
Mr. "Team Spirt" himself, in the personage of Jimmy Smith, rounds
out this hustling quintet. Smith is not a headliner but just a good reliable
ball player. Too often these kind of men are slighted when in reality
they are the ones that hold the club together.
Bobby Purdom and Paul Rhodes are the two reserves that Hall relies
on heavily ... and from the looks of things they take their tasks quite
seriously too.
... but let's wait and see what happens. Here's all the luck in the world
... but let's wait and see what happens. Bere's all the luck ·in the world
to a scrappy bunch who won't quit when the chips are stacked against
them.

he

•

.

ANALECTS ...

...

A big disappointment in the same league (American) has been Bob
Nossaman's Oklahoma Sooners . . . On paper they ·look like champs,
hands down, but for some reason or other they can't seem to get rolling
. . . They possess most of the league's height, speed and accuracy, but
as a team they are a flop . . . Just want to know one think men . . .
WHA' HOPPENED?

•

..
•

•

. . . Ah ha . . . over in the National league I can look you right in
your third eye . . . Everything is running according to Toad, I mean
Hoyle. Arkansas, as predicted, is running away with it. Kenny Perrin's
Razorbacks have yet to feel the bitter sting of defeat.
Following right along is the Golden Bears of California. Oh me, that
Shewmaker-Ward duo . . . I hate to say it but they are the MOST . . .
Ward was injured lat~ this week but I guess he will be all right for the
stretch drive.
Slipping right into show slot is the Ti~ from Alabama with Captain
Owen Olbricht going whole hog or nothing . . . Along with him is another good man at pitchin' em' in too, Paul McCullough ... They should
hold their own from here on out . . .
Watched the Alaska squad run one off last Tuesday . . . This boy
Hubert Franks throws a mean left-handed hook, very unorthodox in style
but it sho'' 'nuff gets the job done ... Counts two points no matter how
you get it through there doesn't it Franks? Two "Dark Horses" on the
same five who have proved ' themselves are Terry Stine ' and Chuck
Thacker.
Guess that's all for now so I'll take seven and see ya' next Saturday
. . . Right? •..

Celtics Gain 38 · 33
Victory Over Lakers
Feb. 9 - New blood entering the
minor league today gave the Celtics
a 38-33 victory over the Minneapolis Lakers. In the persons of Winfred Wright and Farrell Till, the
transfusion enabled the . Celts of
Baltimore to outscore the Lakers in
every period.
The Celts, however, were hard
pressed from the first quarter to the
last to obtain the victory. They
went ahead of Lakers by two points
to enter the second period, despite
the fact that Andy Ritchie missed
five three throws in the initial period.
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Mississippi Rebels
Are Setback. 47-28
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Bisons Fall To Hoosiers
In Minor League Game
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AMERICAN LEAGUE
By TOADY BEDFORD
Feb. 9 - The Indiana Hoosiers
L
w
Tuesday afternoon the Golden ripped the Darrel Hickman led Ei- Team
5
1
Bears of California overcame a three sons 44-27 in a rough and tumble Missouri
3
Louisiana
4
point halftime deficit to vanquish minor league game today.
3
Texas
3
the Huskies of Alaska 55-38.
The Bisons drew first blood with
3
4
It was one of the highest scoring Foy Carrington collecting all of his Oklahoma
5
1
games of the season as a result of team's seven points in the opening Mississippi
the fast break employed by both period while his teammates were
NATIONAL LEAGUE
squads. Defensive play was at a holding the Indianians to a slight
L
Team
w
minimum although several excellent four tallies.
0
7
Arkansas
counterplays were executed.
In the second quarter, the game California
2
4
The scoring load of the California
4
3
quintet was fairly well spread out began to take on the aspects of a Alabama
5
1
with jump-shot artist Ken Shew- football contest as both teams play- Alaska
6
1
maker taking the laurels with 16. ed all out with the chips falling Tennessee
He was closely followed by Dave where they may. Mid-way through
Lennington's 13. Neither of these the period, the Hoosier's John Marmen had any hot streaks, both tin found the range with three sucplayed methodical ball getting from cessive set shots which were the beginning of the end for the Buffathree to six points per period.
The Huskies, playing with no re- loes.
Radios - Radio Repairing
After opening the gap in the third
serves for three rounds, made an
120 W. Race
period,
Jim
Maxwell's
men
turned
excellent showing for themselves.
Wiry Hubert Franks bucketed 14 on the team and eventually broke
tallies in the first half on the un- through the Bison's defense comcanny accuracy of his left-handed pletely to run up 16 points in the
hook shot. His fouling out early final quarter and win going away.
Get Your
in the third period may have spelled the difference in victory and deFRESH GROCERIES
feat for Alaska. There is no telling
and MEATS
how many more points he would
have accumulated had he stayed in.
from
Feb. 11 - The up and coming
Franks and red-headed Olan
put
defeat
into
Texas
Longhorns
Hanes combined for 11 of their first
13 markers in the first stanza, the past tonight as they handed
Franks getting eight. The score the hapless Mississippi Rebels anat the end of this period was Cali- other setback, 47-28.
Under the leadership of Dick Otey,
fornia 16, Alaska 13. In the second
PHONE 879
period the Huskies put on the pres- who took the high point honors
sure in both departments to surge with 16, the Steers made it look
easy as they pulled away in the
ahead at the half 29-26.
·
+--- -----~
The reverse occurred in the third first go-around, 15-4.
with Shewmaker, Lennington, Benny
Mississippi, wrapped in talent and
Sanders, and Joe Mattox teaming potentially great, came within six
up for 17 while holding their op- points in the second period 24-18, tl
ponents to six. It was ditto the but that was the high point of
last round. Mattox' West Coast their glory.
crew garnered 12 and held Alaska
Texas held the edge in thfjl third I
to three.
period 11 to eight and added a two, Without a doubt, the most val- point budge 12 to 10 in the last
uable man on the floor, although chapter as the buzzer made it histhe score doesn't show it, was Pete tory, Texas 47, Ole' Miss 28.
Ward. Ward put on an exhibition
Don Johnston followed Otey in
PRINT
that will go unsurpassed for many the offensive chase for Texas, while
a day. Besides playing a terrific Walt Nelms led the Rebs with 11
defensive game he teamed up with to come in third.
your
Shewmaker and Lennington to credit himself with more than a dozen
assists. His playmaking ability is
invaluable.
Other defensive stars were Herman Starling and Del Davis of the
Huskies and Hollis Maynard, SanSearcy
215 W. Arch
ders, and Vyerly of California.

Wright and Till began to make
their presence noticeable in the
second period, scoring the only Celt
markers for the round - four each.
The Lakers made the third quarter a close one, scoring 11 points to
12 for the Celts. In the finale the
Lakers made a last minute attempt
to make up their deficit and scored
nine points to 10 for the Celts, the
game ending Celts, 38, Lakers, 33.
Wright was high scorer with 14
points.
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Razorbacks Trim
Alabama 46 · 44

Arkansas Victor For Seventh;
Sooners Subdued By Louisiana
Arkansas Cagemen Tennessee Nips
Move Toward Crown AI b 38 53
After Taking Seven a ~.~~ COX:
By DEWEY BROWN

Feb. 11 - The Arkansas Razorbacks continued winging their way
toward the National' League crown
tonight as they slaughtered the rebuilt Alaska Huskies to ring up
No. 7, 52-32.
'
The team without a star set up
an air tight defense ranging from
the zone to the man-to-man, and
the cold-natured Huskies were literally suffocated.
Neither team set the baskets on
fire in the first period as they
squared off, 7-7.
Ralph Moore
pumped one in from 28 feet out
and followed up with another, while
C. L. Cox netted a free toss and
jaunted down the courts for a crip
to rack up three.
Meanwhile, Terry Stine broke the
ice for Alaska, as he found the
charm circle from 28 feet out, and
was promptly followed up by Herman Starling, Olan Hanes, and Hubert Franks who combined for five.
Getting into the second quarter,
captain Ken Perrin located the nets
for five on a set, crip and a onepointer, while Cox, Bob Scott, and
David Porter gathered in four, three,
and three respective, to give Arkansas the lead.
Under the other board it was
once again Starling, Hanes and
Stine adding up the points, while
newcomer Delbert Davis checked
in a gift toss to bring· the count to
22-14.
The Hogs found their stride in the
third chapter as they s,t ashed away
19 markers. David Porter found
the range 30 and 18 feet out to set
it off, and Cox, Moore, Franks,
Clark, and Perrin followed suit.
Cox journeyed down the slats
again and connected on a pair of
free tosses, Moore netted one from
the outside and set one in from
underneath, Clark d up I i cat d
Moore's feat and Perrin added three
to round it out.
Alaska, in the meantime, had hit
their peak, cashing in the chips for
15, as Hanes registered three sets
for nine, Stine hit from 18 and 15
feet out and tipped one through the
cords for the same, and Louis Stephens (another newcomer) and Franks
combined for three.
In the last setto, the Huskies
packed up and went back to Alaska
as Stine hit a beauty from the 28foot range, added a charity toss for
three, and that was it.
The Porkers, however, called a
practice session and netted 11 more
before resting on their laurels. Cox
led the assault with four, while
Clark, Moore and Scott added seven
to make it Arkansas' seventh
straight, 52-32.
Cox paraded off with the offensive honors as he threaded the
needle's eye for 15, followed closely
by Stine who amassed 13.
Checking in for defensive awards
were Clark, Cox, Porter, and Perrin.
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Louisiana Hustles
By Sooners, 55-49
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Feb. 6 _.::: The Arkansas Razorbacks put on a stunning second
half rally to trim Alabama's Crimson Tide 46-44 in a major league
Donnybrook today.

Feb. 11 - After a defeat at the
hands of the Celtics, the Lakers of
l.\_1inneapolis came back today to
whip the Indiana Hoosiers, 40-29.
The Lakers flooded the scoreboard with free throw attempts
which were caused by the rough
brand of ball both teams displayed.
The Lakers cashed in on a large
percentage of the charity tosses,
also.
The first quarter saw a one-man
fight staged by George Yue of the
Hoosiers as he sank six of the seven
points the Indiana team scored in
that period. While the Hoosiers
were scoring their sum, the Lakers
sank 11.
The second period sa~ both teams
slow the pace down as the teams
sank five points each.
After the half, the Lakers came
back and decidedly set down the
Hoosjers with 18 roaring points
charged through the net. Joe Slatton came through with seven tallies
to be the big help in that frame.
Determined to ~. the Hoosiers
set out in the last-chance quarter
scoring 10 points to the winner's
six; but to no avail as the Lakers
went on to win 40-29.

The inspired mountaineers rose
from the second quarter doldrums,
which saw them net a meager three
points against the tight zone defence of Barna's put on a dazzling
exhibition of ball handling and erase
Feb. 11 - Louisiana out-hustled a 24-18 halftime deficit.
the mighty Oklahoma Sooners 55-49
David Porter, who missed the enin a rough and tumble major league tire first hb.lf, was the shot in the
contest today.
arm that the sagging Arkies needed
The boys from the bayous clipped so badly. Porter's second of two sucthe basket merrily in all four per- cessive jump shots knotted the score
iods while their tight zone defense 38-38 with seven minutes remainwas bottling up such stalwarts as ing in the third quarter, and the
Jim Tuttleton, Dave Richards and ever-dangerous C. L. Cox began
the giant Johnny Matlock.
zeroing in with his spinning hook
The opening quarter gave little shot, hitting three of four. From
indication of the final outcome as this point on, both teams threw
the Sooners outscored Louisiana 13- caution to the wind with the lead
11 with Richards hitting three free changing hands no less than five
shots and a field goal for five tallies. times before the final buzzer termThe Louisianians of Mack Harness inated the breath-taking action.
came back fast in the second quarActually the game shaped up as
ter but the best they could do was
a
scoring
battle between two of the
to settle for a two point deficit at
league's most able representatives,
half 23-21.
Kenny Perrin and Owen Olbricht. (
C~NTRAL
Not until the half did the Peli- Olbricht, who set a league scoring
cans of Louisiana begin to roll in mark the last time out was more
earnest. Don Underwood suddenly than adequate in his efforts to
Look at the back Of your
hit a streak with three straight knock the bottom out of the buckneck--everyone
else does!
buckets and the whole offense et.
~I">.
caught fire with Harness collecting
six points, Ken Mallernee and Carol
Despite an admirable job on the
Bennett four, and Bob Holcomb two. part of the Arkansas defensive men
Entering the final period behind Olbricht cut the cords for 23 points, ·
If You Wish to Build
43-36, the Oklahomans made a des- which made him high man for the
Perrin, still hampered
perate attempt to get back into the evening.
From the Ground Up
game.
Lead by Matlock's five with a serious leg injury, was high
points, the Sooners appeared to have for the victors with 16 markers.
a genuine threat going until little
The scoring breakdown for the
Ken Mallernee of the Pels hit three two teams:
hit three successive jump shots to
Arkansas - Fred Clark-S, Bob
keep the Louisiana aggregation sufficiently ahead and break the back Scott-7, C. L. Cox-7, David Porter-4, and Ralph Moore--4. For
of the Sooners' determined rally.
Alabama
- Paul Summitt-8, LinOutside of Mallernee and Matlock's clutch shooting, the final del Hously-1, Gil Truitt-6, Paul
quarter had little to offer in the McCullough-6.
way of offense as both teams' defenses were keyed up to stop an
armored' division if necessary.
Harness of Louisiana apd Richards of Oklahoma split the scoring
honors with 16 markers apiece. Underwood of Louisiana and Matlock
of Oklahoma followed the leaders

Feb. 15 - Tennessee nipped Alabama's Crimson Tide 58-53 today
in an exciting major league hassle
which was forced into overtime to
decide the victor.
The off-and-on Vols of Tennessee
were definitely on today after their
horrendous showing against a weak
Graduate team last Saturday, and
set a fast pace throughout the first
half. Jesse Keathley, Vol mainstay, connected from all over as
the Tennessee crew ran up a 29-25
halftime lead.
Alabama's scoring in the first
half was pretty evenly distributed
with the threat of Owen Olbricht
running wild failing to materialize.
Olbricht regained his old form in
the second half, however, and the
Crimson Tide was back in business
again.
The third quarter was one of the
most bitterly fought periods of the
entire season as both teams put on
a spirited display of power. The
Vols' Marvin Green did a tremendous job of snarring rebounds which
is a vital but often overlooked department, and was instrumental in
opening up a six-point lead for the
Tennessee five.
With their backs to the wall, the
Alabamans valiantly ripped into the
stout Tennessee defense in the last
period with Olbricht sinking a free
shot in the last five seconds to deadlock the affair 50-50.
After a three-minute intermission,
the tired gladiators returned to the
court to play a do-or-die five minute
extra period. Leon Sanderson broke
the scoring ice by sinking two free
shots.
When Jesse Keathley and Marvin
Green duplicated this feat a few
seconds later the Vols decided to
freeze the ball, keeping it out of
play about a minute and a half.
Jesse Keathley, in a spectacular
one-man shop, ripped the cords for with 10 each.
32 points as high man in the individual scoring. Keathley was in
rare form indeed as he soon proved
We Appreciate
by repeatedly hitting the net with
long arching set shots and quick
Your Patronage
jump shots. Olbricht led the losers
with 24 markers.
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To Defeat Hoosiers
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